The authors, using an NIN apparatus, examined the dimensional changes occurring in dental plaster during the setting process from its slurry state immediately after being mixed to its solid state, and the following results were obtained : 1) Linear shrinkage that can be seen in the initial stage of the setting process shows a tendency to become larger when the water/powder ratio is increased, and the length of the specimen is shorter. 2) Expansion initiation time shows a tendency to be quickened when the water/powder ratio is reduced, but little difference due to the length of the specimen is recognizable.
Introduction
The authors have previously developed an NIN apparatus that makes it possible to measure the shrinkage and expansion of dental plaster during the setting process precisely and automaticallym. In the present studies, the authors using this NIN apparatus, measured and examined the dimensional changes occurring in dental plaster during the setting process from its slurry state immediately after being mixed to its solid state.
Materials and Methods

Materials
Dental ,e-plaster* was used as the experimental material.
Department of Dental Materials, Nihon University School of Dentistry, 1-8-13 Kanda-Surugadai, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 101 Japan *A2 type (Batch No . 07212), MARUISHI GYPSUM CO., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan. Fig. 1 The NIN apparatus used in the present study and an enlarged picture of its detector Table 1 Results of the measurements In general, the shrinkage and expansion during the setting process can be represented by the curve shown in Fig. 3 . That is, from the zero point, a measurement starting point set at random, the curve at first shows shrinkage and then expansion before reaching a plateau. A in Fig. 3 represents the maximum shrinkage, that is, the expansion initiation point, and B the maximum expansion. Again, the expansion can be represented by |A|+|B| with the maximum shrinkage value regarded as the original point.
On the other hand, Fig. 4 shows the curve of expansion taken out of Fig. 3 . By determining T from this formula, the relative velocity of expansion of the plaster during the setting process, from the beginning to the finish, can be obtained.
Based on the facts mentioned above, and the results shown in Table 1 , linear shrinkage calculated from the maximum shrinkage, expansion initiation time, apparent linear expansion, determined with the maximum shrinkage as the original point, and the time constant were obtained. 1. Linear shrinkage Figure 5 shows the relationship between linear shrinkage and W/P and L. Linear shrinkage shows a tendency to increase when W/P is larger, which in turn occurs when L is smaller. Figure 6 shows the relationship between expansion initiation time and W/P and L.
Expansion initiation time
Expansion initiation time shows a tendency to be earlier when W/P is smaller, but hardly any difference due to L can be recognized. 3. Apparent linear expansion Figure 7 shows the relationship be tween apparent linear expansion and W/P and L.
Apparent linear expansion shows a tendency to increase when both W/P and L are smaller. 4 . Time constant Figure 8 shows the relationship between the time cons tant and W/P and L. As can be seen, W/P and L have apparently no influence on the ti me constant. 
